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Chapter 231  

The kid playing next to Sean realized he was in trouble and fled in terror. Molly and Sean awoke from 

their trance on the ground. 

Sean also realized Molly was under him; he frowned and tried to get up from Molly, but the two’s 

posture prevented him from doing so. “Don’t move,” Molly said. She was afraid he would hurt his leg if 

he moved, so she asked, “Did you hurt yourself when you fell?” Sean shook his head and placed his 

hands on Molly’s sides, not allowing his weight to rest on her. 

“Are you alright?” Sean inquired because Molly supported him with her body. 

“It’s all soft sand underneath. So I’m all right. “Let’s get someone to assist us,” Molly said. 

This posture was too intimate as Molly remembered Sean’s chin and only felt her face warm. 

Fortunately, many people were nearby, and when they saw what had happened, they all rushed over to 

assist Sean in getting back into his wheelchair. 

Tony, who was nearby, was having fun with the triplets. He appeared to have noticed the commotion 

and rushed over with the triplets. 

“Boss, Ms. May, are you alright?” Tony asked. He had only seen the people helping Sean up from the 

ground and had no idea what had just happened. 

“Some kids played and accidentally hit Sean’s wheelchair, and we both fell down,” Molly said briefly 

while patting the sand off her skirt. She omitted the part where she and Sean were in a very awkward 

position. 

“Then Mommy, are you injured anywhere?” the triplets asked worriedly. Molly was about to say she 

was fine when Claudia exclaimed, “Oh no, Uncle Sean’s chin is bleeding!” 

Sean didn’t notice it himself; it was only after it was pointed out that he raised his hand and touched it. 

‘It does hurt a little.’ 

Molly also looked, and the spot where Sean had been injured appeared to be where she had just kissed 

Perhaps I bit him by accident when we fell just now.’ Molly pondered. 

“I’ll take a look,” Molly said. She could not care less if she was embarrassed. She leaned over and 

checked Sean’s chin. 

“Fortunately, the wound is not very deep. Just a tad bloodshot. Let’s go back first, and I’ll help you 

disinfect and apply some ointment.” 

“It’s not that serious; there’s no need. Let the children play for a little longer.” Sean did not care about 

the minor injury because it was not serious. 

“No, I’ll never forgive myself if your face is ruined,” Molly said. After all, it was she who had injured him. 

“If Uncle Sean’s face was ruined, you can always marry him,” the triplets coaxed behind Molly. 



Molly laughed at the children’s innocent words, saying, “Don’t talk nonsense, be careful, or I’ll tickle you 

nonstop!” Molly was chasing after her children when several parents arrived with a few children not far 

away. “Is it them?” the child’s father asked, pointing to Molly and Sean. 

Molly recognized him as the kid who had been playing near them earlier. 

When his father asked, the child nodded with a guilty conscience, and the father hurried forward. 

“I’m deeply sorry for what happened. My child was playing earlier and accidentally ran into you. Have 

you hurt anywhere? Do you need to go to the hospital?” The child’s parent inquired, apologizing 

‘Well, they’re responsible parents.’ Molly pondered. She had no intention of pursuing the matter, but 

she could not help but reprimand the parent. 

“When you take your children out to play, you should keep a closer eye on them, even if only for their 

safety. We’re not hurt, so we can let it go. However, be more aware of your child in the future,” Molly 

advised.  

Chapter 232 

“You’re right. We should’ve kept our eyes on our children. It’s good that you’re not hurt. These brats are 

naughty. We’ll discipline them when we go back.” The parents were ashamed. Not only did they 

repeatedly apologize, but they also promised they would keep their eyes on their children. 

As for that boy, he looked like he was on the verge of crying. He knew he had done something terrible. 

“That man in the wheelchair isn’t in good health. Yet, I slammed into him. What if he got injured? I’d feel 

guilty as hell even if mom and dad were to discipline me hard.’ “I’m so sorry, mister. I shouldn’t have 

been so reckless,” said the boy while lowering his head. He did not dare to look at Sean. After all, the 

atmosphere was too heavy for a child like him to handle. However, instead of hiding behind his parents 

like a coward, he apologized for his mistake. Hence, he was still a good kid with a good heart. 

Instead of dwelling on the matter, Molly and Sean accepted their apology. The parents and the children 

then left the scene. 

After that group of people left, Molly and the rest wanted to head home, so they packed everything. As 

soon as they arrived home, she took out a medical kit to treat Sean’s wound. 

Molly dabbed the cotton swab with iodine before using it to disinfect Sean’s wound. The wound was on 

his chin, so without her realizing it, they were at a very close distance from each other when she was 

treating his wound. 

The warm, dim light cast a soft glow on Molly. The two were so close to each other that Sean could feel 

the soft caress of her breath on his face. 

He slightly lowered his gaze. Under the light, he could see Molly’s exquisite features up close, her cheeks 

delicate and flawless. There was faint peach fuzz on her face. 

Sean’s chin felt a pleasant tickling sensation. She was gentle with him as if he were a valuable piece of 

treasure. The physical contact reminded him of the earlier incident, the time when Molly had protected 

him. She was beneath him, and the softness of her body was really something… 



Sean was slightly distracted. He did not understand why a lady as delicate as Molly would rush to 

cushion him at that time. However, one thing for sure was that her action had moved his heart. 

Hence, without him knowing, Sean’s gaze had become much softer when he looked at Molly. 

As the saying went, “lookers-on see most of the game.” Sean might be unaware of his own feelings, but 

that did not mean someone close to him would fail to notice his behavior. 

The changes in Sean’s attitude did not slip under Tony’s radar. 

Tony thought, ‘I couldn’t agree more with the kids. They were right. My boss and Ms. May do look good 

together. They are indeed match made in heaven.’ 

When he noticed his boss had become closer with Molly, he could not help but admire how well the 

triplets played the role of wingmen. Apparently, their plan had started to work 

On the other hand, Molly was a bit dense when it came to love relationships. Hence, she did not feel 

anything wrong with her action. After treating Sean’s wound, she covered it with plaster as she feared 

the application would come off when he moved. “Avoid contact with water for two days. Otherwise, it 

may become infected. “Molly then asked, “What about the rest of your body? Are there any more 

injuries? You should check carefully. See if you feel any pain.” Molly still felt a little unsettling. After all, 

back at the beach there, she was pretty disoriented the moment Sean — who was immobile – was 

shoved to the ground. 

“No other injuries.” Sean was being honest. 

Actually, he did not feel there was a need to treat the wound on his chin. To him, it was just a little 

scratch. But he had no choice as Molly and the triplets were worried when they saw it bleeding 
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“Okay then. I’ll drop by to give you a needle treatment later. Please let me know if you experience any 

discomfort. I’ll bring you some medicine.” While she was packing the medical kit away, she added, “I’m 

going back now.” After saying that to Sean, Molly took her stuff and went back to her place.  

Chapter 233  

The Nolan residence– 

Abigail had received a call from her assistant telling her that he would come over as he had something 

to report about Sean Anderson 

Abigail stood straight by the window, looking out. She was expecting someone It did not take long to see 

the gate down there slowly open, and a car drove in. 

After the assistant parked the car, he got off the vehicle with a folder in his hand. He had gotten it from 

a private investigator he hired. As if he had done it million times, he went upstairs. The door of Abigail’s 

room was not fully closed, so he walked in straight after pushing it 

The assistant walked over to Abigail and handed her the folder. Without holding back any details, he 

reported to her, “Mr. Anderson has not moved much However, he has spent quite some time with the 



physician next door. They seem to stick together, whether it is day or night Not long ago, Mr. Anderson 

hung out with the physician and her kads Not only did they dine in a seaside restaurant, but they also 

watched fireworks. These are the pictures taken by our private investigator 

Abigail frowned, her face darkened. She look out the pictures from an envelope and squinted at every 

single of them, exarnining the carefully. The pictures were in high resolution. It was so high that she 

could even notice their facial expressions. 

Sean had always given Abigail a stern look. The pictures showed her another side of him his soft gaze 

and gentle facial expression whenever he lookrd at Molly 

“This man couldn’t be Sean! 

Abigail did not believe Sean would show that side of him to other women Nevertheless, no matter how 

much she denied it, the man in those pictures was, in fact, Sean 

Suddenly, a fit of anger rose within Abigail Her chest was heaving nonstop as she was breathing heavily. 

Her fingers halted. She was completely stunned by two of the pictures In one picture, Molly was caught 

covering Sean’s thighs with a coat affectionately The next one showed the both of them in very close 

contact, one beneath the other on the soft sand While Sean was pressing his hands against the ground, 

he could not take his eyes off hers. It was rather a romantic scene. 

Abigail’s face remained darkened as she squeezed the pictures hard with her fingers. She slightly opened 

her mouth to take a deep breath, trying to keep her anger under control “You may go now,” she told her 

assistant 

A ripping sound was heard the moment the door was shut 

It was Abigail who furiously tore the pictures into pieces while clenching her teeth. She raised her hands 

and tossed the torn pieces. They were scattered everywhere as they hit the ground hard 

She viewed Molly as a threat! 

‘I thought she was just some country slut who got a makeover after staying abroad. Who would’ve 

thought she’d become so intimate with Sean? I’ve underestimated her! I need to do something about 

this. 

Abigail’s face turned hostile. She grabbed her phone and called her assistant. “Make another set of 

copies and send them to the Anderson residence,” the young lady ordered. 

The next morning– 

Sean’s parents were holding the pictures. Each had a different look on their face. They did not expect to 

see the pictures of their son after opening an anonymous parcel they had received early in the morning. 

What was even more shocking was that his physician, Molly May — was in the pictures as well. Sean’s 

father, Ricky – who used to have a calm and stern face, was stupified. He could not believe his eyes. 

Sean and Molly’s intimate moment caught on the camera had him dumbstruck. He had always thought 

he knew his son’s character well. But now, he began to question himself upon seeing those pictures.. 

“Sean has never been this intimate with a woman,” said Ricky. Sean’s mother — Alice – on the other 

hand, frowned at every single picture she went through. She grumbled, “Look what they were doing. 



What the hell were they thinking?!” She snarled inwardly,’ Who would take such intimate pictures in a 

public place?! What will happen if these flirtatious pictures get out?!’  

Chapter 234 

Suddenly, Alice paused as she held the photo of Sean and Molly together. She looked unhappy when she 

said sarcastically, “This woman is really something else.” Caitlyn already recognized Molly in that photo. 

She knew that Molly was her son’s new physician. 

She remembered how she misunderstood the relationship between Molly and Sean the last time she 

went to Terahis Grove. This woman isn’t as simple as she looks. She’s probably up to something. I 

wouldn’t really mind if she was single, but she has three kids,’ Alice thought as her face turned colder, 

her gaze darkened. Ricky noticed it and took the photo away from her immediately before putting it 

back into the envelope. He tried to make Alice feel better as he said in a very pleasant tone, “Don’t jump 

to any conclusion just yet. Besides, we don’t even know if these photos are real. There have been a lot 

of people plotting against us in these few years. Many of them sent us threatening letters. Be calm and 

try not to let your emotions take over you.” Ricky did not care if the photos were real or not, but he 

believed that his son would not mess around with women. It was something that he could guarantee. “I 

can’t see any sign of photoshopping in those photos. They’re probably real!” Alice said firmly before 

continuing, “Even if it’s a misunderstanding, we still have to do something to stop them from getting too 

close to each other.” 

However, Ricky did not agree with what Alice said as he knew that Sean never liked them to interfere 

with his personal life. He looked at the envelope on the table and hesitated, but in the end, he did not 

say anything to dissuade Alice. 

So, Alice went to Terahis Grove in the afternoon. Ricky even reminded her to keep her composure 

before she left. 

Sean had no idea that somebody was setting him up at all. He was just done with a video conference in 

the study room before he heard the butler knocking on the door saying,” Madam is here.” 

He lifted his brows. ‘Why would mom come here suddenly?’ “Boss?” Tony said as he wanted to know if 

Sean wanted to see Alice. Sean hesitated for a few seconds before nodding. He thought that he was not 

busy anyway and there was no harm in seeing his own mother. Tony stood up immediately and pushed 

Sean downstairs. He greeted Alice as soon as he saw her before standing at the side. 

Alice sat on the sofa in the living room as she asked worriedly when she saw Sean, “How’s your health 

these days? Are you alright?” 

Sean responded flatly, “Yeah. I’m fine. I feel much better than before.” 

Alice nodded and said with a smile, “It’s good that you’re finally feeling better now. You’ve 

got to thank Dr. May for this.” 

Before Sean could say anything, she thought to herself for a while and suggested, “It’s noontime now. 

You haven’t eaten yet, right? Why don’t we ask her over for a meal?” 

She sounded very natural and normal when she said that, as if her suggestion was really feasible. 



Sean looked at Alice and replied right away, “Sure.” 

Alice was relieved. She was still worrying that her sharp son would notice something fishy, but he did 

not. 

“Tony, tell the butler and the chef to make some good food,” she said enthusiastically before 

approaching Sean to chat with him. 

Molly just went into the kitchen before she heard somebody talking at the door. After a while, Alex ran 

toward her and said, “Mommy, Uncle Tony asked us to go over for lunch. He said that Sean and Sean’s 

mother is there too.” 

‘Sean’s mother?’ 

Molly was confused. She was not familiar with Sean’s family. Why would they invite her over to eat 

together? 

She was puzzled, but she took out her apron anyway. “Let’s go then.”  

Chapter 235 

Molly thought that it would not be very nice to reject them since they purposely invited her 

So, Molly brought the triplets next door. The triplets greeted Alice politely as soon as they saw her, 

“Good afternoon, Madam.” 

Alice was their grandmother, after all. So, they thought that they had to leave a good first impression. 

Alice saw the triplets and thought that all of them were adorable, well-behaved, and good looking. She 

could not help but like them immediately as she said happily, “What are your 

names?” 

The triplets then introduced themselves to her. After that, she turned around to Molly and said, “Dr. 

May, you’re so lucky to have these adorable kids. I’m getting older. I started to like kids more, and I’ll get 

envious whenever I see them. I wonder when I’ll have the opportunity to become a grandma.” She 

threw a glance at Sean after saying that as if she was hinting at him. Sean slightly arched his brows. He 

looked indifferent, as if he had no intention of getting the hint. 

Molly noticed that Alice was looking at Sean all the time as she spoke. She knew that Alice was just 

praising the triplets as an excuse to nag at Sean, so she just smiled courteously. The doorbell rang when 

they were chatting. When everybody was still wondering who would come at this time, they heard the 

butler’s voice coming from the door. “Ms. Nolan?” It was Abigail. 

Sean’s face slightly darkened. It was evident that he was not happy about how Abigail kept coming to his 

house uninvitedly as he turned to the door and asked, “What brought you here?” 

‘Didn’t I tell Tony and the guards to not let Abigail in when she comes again?’ 

Tony put on an innocent look as he noticed Sean’s confronting gaze. He looked at Sean and kept shaking 

his head. 



In fact, it really had nothing to do with him. He had already talked to the security guards, but nobody 

would expect Abigail to be so shameless and come here again. 

Alice waved at Abigail lovingly as soon as she saw her. Then, she turned around and said to Sean, “I told 

Abigail to come over. Let’s start eating since everybody is here now.” 

Abigail saw Molly there, and it reminded her of those photos that she saw. She tried her best to hold her 

bitterness in as she followed Alice to the dining table. 

‘I’m sure that it has something to do with the photos since Ms. Anderson purposely asked me 

to come over today.’ 

Judging from how well she knew the Anderson family, she knew that a woman like Molly could never be 

liked by Alice. So, it was not guaranteed that Molly would still be with Sean after some time. 

Perhaps only she could be the best candidate as Sean’s wife. Abigail felt much better when she thought 

about that. She knew exactly what she had to do as she went close to Alice with a smile to chat with her. 

When they were eating, Abigail also took the initiative to put some food on Alice and Sean’s plate. She 

looked extremely affectionate when she did that, as if she was very close to them. Alice praised her 

while smiling, “Abigail, you’re so sensible. I’m glad that you put Sean and me first.” 

Abigail smiled shyly after hearing what Alice said. After that, she looked at Molly and said to her 

enthusiastically, “Ms. May, please have some more with your kids.” She acted like she was the lady of 

the house while entertaining the guest, Molly. The triplets got mad secretly when they saw what 

happened. ‘This bad woman is here to step in between daddy and mommy again!” Molly nodded 

nonchalantly, looking distant. She bent her head down and looked at the food on her plate. Indeed, 

everything came with a price. But she did not know if she would be one to pay it.  

Chapter 236  

Sean looked at the food that appeared on his plate. He avoided them and took a new portion for 

himself. 

The triplets were very sharp. They notice how unwelcomed Sean was to Abigail right away. So, they 

helped him to get the food and said even more enthusiastically than how Abigail did,” Uncle Sean, have 

more of this!” 

‘Hmph. There’s no way we’re going to let this bad woman show off in front of mommy!’ 

Sean was used to living together with the triplets, and that was how they would interact with each other 

too. So, he ate the food that the triplets gave him very naturally. 

Alice was very surprised. She knew Sean was a clean freak ever since he was a kid. He would never eat 

anything that was touched by other people’s utensils, but he just ate what the triplets put on his plate as 

if it was nothing! 

It was simply unbelievable. ‘Could it be that these kids are just too likable, so he doesn’t care at 

all? 



Alice could not find any other reason to convince herself. 

“These kids are undeniably sensible. I’m glad that Sean likes them. At least he looks livelier 

now. 

‘I don’t think my son would like her just because of that. 

‘Even though she looks and feels very classy.’ 

Alice could not help but look at Molly when she thought about that and praise her, “The triplets are so 

sensible. Dr. May, your parenting skills are so good. I think that their father also did a lot to help, right?” 

The triplets were shocked by what she said. They had no idea why Alice would suddenly bring their 

daddy up. 

Sean frowned. He was displeased by his mother’s words. Molly paused for a while before saying 

leisurely, “They don’t have a father. I guess that’s why they’re more sensible compared to other kids. I 

don’t really have to worry about them.” That was not what Alice was expecting to hear at all. 

She initially thought that Molly was just a divorced mom with three children. She had no idea that Molly 

would say that the triplets had no father ever since they were born. Things became awkward at that 

moment. 

However, she was already old and had seen a lot of things in life. She recollected herself very soon and 

said to Molly compassionately, “I’m sorry for saying that. However, they’d still need a complete family to 

grow. They need a father to take care of them and guide them.” 

Alice was suddenly concerned about Molly’s family, and it was rather weird and stupefying But at the 

very next second, she asked, “Is Ms. May seeing anyone? If not, I can introduce 

some people to you.” She then sighed and continued, “It’s really hard for women to work in this society, 

even more so if you’re raising three kids on your own. You should be kind to yourself and find a man to 

rely on.” 

Though Alice sounded like she was just concerned about Molly, Molly’s expression turned cold. 

‘I was right. Sean’s mother has something else in mind when she stays for dinner.’ 

She looked like she simply wanted to have a meal with her son to create some time for Sean and Abigail. 

However, both of them had other intentions. In fact, they stayed for dinner to bring Molly down. 

“Thanks for your concern, Ma’am, but I don’t have time for that now. My kids don’t need a father either, 

so you don’t have to worry about my personal life.” Molly sounded a little cold. If Alice was not Sean’s 

mother, Molly would have already given her a dirty look.  

Chapter 237  

Even Sean could feel that Molly was starting to get unhappy, but Abigail could not notice it at all. She 

chimed in as if she was trying to be helpful. 



She said enthusiastically, “It’s okay, Ms. May. We can help you since we’re friends. I’ll introduce you to 

some young, good-looking, and successful guys. Their family backgrounds are all decent. You can live 

your life as a rich wife after you’re married, and you won’t have to work so hard anymore. Or do you 

have any particular requirements in choosing a partner? You can tell me, and I’ll keep an eye out for 

you.” What Abigail said meant more than just helping Molly in finding a partner. It was obvious that 

every word she said was disrespectful to Molly. It sounded like she was simply asking how rich Molly 

would want her partner to be. The triplets could not bear to listen to how mean Abigail was being, so 

they threw her a question with a smile. “Miss, do you have a boyfriend then?” Abigail was shocked by 

their question. She looked at Sean subtlety and said to the triplets awkwardly, “Not yet.” 

The triplets pretended that they did not see how she looked at Sean. Alex smiled and said,” Miss, then 

you can worry for yourself first. It’s not easy to find a partner when you’re already so old. All men now 

like younger and pretty ladies.” Alex turned around to Alice before continuing, “Ma’am, if you have a 

good candidate, you should introduce him to this lady over here first. Our mommy is good for now.” 

“Yeah, he’s right. Besides, it’s hard to have a baby after getting old,” Ben and Claudia said while agreeing 

with Alex. 

Abigail’s face turned ugly after she heard what the triplets said. ‘Not only that this woman is shameless, 

but her kids are sharp-tongued too.’ 

Every woman in this world cares about her looks and age. It was evident that the triplets were calling 

her old and infertile, and that was why Sean did not like her. So, there was no reason for her to get 

herself involved in finding a partner for Molly. 

Molly, who was feeling unhappy, could not keep a straight face anymore after hearing how the triplets 

defended her. 

“What are you talking about?!” Abigail lost control and raised her voice at the triplets. She could not 

control her anger. The triplets shook as if they were scared by her. Then, Alex explained softly, “Miss, 

you’re so fierce. The women in the dramas were never fierce like you…” By saying that, they implied 

that everything they said was from a drama script. Alex said that to let Abigail know that they did not 

actually mean what they said. 

Abigail felt like she had fallen into the triplets’ trap. She was very unhappy, but she did not dare to act 

up again. 

Sean looked at how Alice and Abigail echoed each other, and he knew exactly what they were up to. He 

did not want to turn things ugly in front of Molly, but he could not stand what Abigail said and how she 

treated the triplets anymore. 

He put down his fork, his face colder than ice. “We’re here to eat today. My house is not a dating 

agency, and this isn’t a place for you to worry about other people’s marriages. Get out if you don’t want 

to eat,” said Sean said while looking at Abigail. Abigail was so afraid. She did not dare to move. 

She did not expect that Sean would give her a warning and threaten to throw her out in front of Molly. 

Abigail’s expression turned completely. 



Alice, on the other hand, understood Sean’s temper very well. So when she heard what he said, she 

looked a little awkward.  

Chapter 238 

Nobody said anything. Molly and the triplets pretended like nothing happened as they continued eating 

quietly. 

Alice saw how awkward Abigail looked while standing, so she pulled her to sit down. She put some food 

onto Abigail’s plate before complaining to Sean, “Sean, why did you get so mad? You scared Abigail. I 

won’t introduce anyone to her. Instead, I’ll let her decide for herself.” 

It was clear that she was putting the blame on Sean. Then, Alice turned to Molly and said, “My old age 

turned me into a naggy person. Ms. May, please don’t mind what I said.” 

“I won’t,” Molly responded flatly. 

She knew clearly what Alice and Abigail were trying to do. They were just using this meal as an excuse to 

pick on her. 

Molly did not lose her temper, but that did not mean she would be okay with being treated like that. 

She left with the triplets right away once they were done eating. She did not want anyone to think that 

she wanted to stay in Sean’s house because she had other intentions. Sean stopped holding himself back 

after Molly and the triplets left. He turned to Alice and Abigail before he said coldly, “I’m very busy with 

work, and I have a lot of paperwork to do. You should go back now.” Sean told Tony to come over 

before telling him to “see” them out. Alice looked dissatisfied, and the expression on Abigail’s face did 

not look too good either. However, none of them said anything, After all, they got what they came here 

for. Abigail followed Alice out of the house as she felt an indescribable disappointment in her heart. 

‘Why just won’t Sean welcome me for once? Her heart felt as if it was stabbed by a sharp knife when she 

thought about how well Sean and Molly were getting along with each other. She was very mad. Sean 

had a special way of treating Molly, but other than being mad, she knew that she was more envious and 

jealous. 

She just did not want to admit it. 

Alice said how devastated Abigail looked. The relationship between the Nolan and the Anderson family 

was quite close, and she watched Abigail grow up. She felt a little heartbroken, so she tried to make 

Abigail feel better. “Abigail, don’t be discouraged. You know Sean’s temper very well. That was just what 

he’d do. You’re the only person that I want as a daughter-in-law. Don’t overthink it, okay?” 

Molly looked like she was not bothered by what happened when she went back, but she had already 

planned to keep a distance from Sean secretly. 

She cleaned the house up briefly before going up to have a rest. She sat on her bed and started 

thinking 

Molly was very displeased. She only expected to have a simple meal, but she did not know that anyone 

would get at her and intimidate her. She would not mind if she was alone, but the triplets were looked 

down on too. There was no way that she could be okay with how protective she was. At that moment, 



Molly felt disgusted. She felt somehow resistant to the Anderson family, and she also had an 

indescribable conflict with herself. 

she stopped thinking, and she lay on the bed to rest. The triplets felt very worried, and it could all be 

seen on their faces. “Daddy hasn’t started liking mommy yet, but we’re faced with a big obstacle now. 

What should we do?” They did not want all their hard work to go down the drain just because of a thing 

somebody else said. 

The triplets were tormented for the entire afternoon before the door was suddenly opened. “Alex, this 

is the recipe for the medical diet. The steps to prepare it and precautions are written in there too.” The 

triplets looked at Molly, who had just come in. They were puzzled. “Pass this to Uncle Sean’s chef next 

door.” Molly gave the note to Alex.  

Chapter 239 

“If they ask, just tell them that it’s to avoid misunderstanding. Please also let the chef know we won’t 

serve them dinner from now on.” 

Molly thought it would be best to keep a distance from the Anderson family. That would do good for her 

and her kids as well as Sean. She had no slightest interest in being dragged into some wealthy family 

feud. 

Alex’s face changed one he heard Molly. He looked at his mother with a worried face.” Mommy, do you 

really have to do this?” He muttered in his mind, ‘Did mommy plan to cut daddy off?’ 

Ben and Claudia could no longer stay put. They rushed over, wanting to dissuade their mother. 

“Mommy, are we not going to dine in with Uncle Sean anymore?” 

“Mommy, Uncle Sean has treated us well. Not only did he get us a tutor, he even took us on a trip.” 

“That’s right! Mommy, do you remember how Uncle Sean helped us on a few occasions when those bad 

people from the May family bullied us? Uncle Sean has been very good to us! Are we really going to cut 

ties with him?” The triplets kept dissuading Molly. Of course Molly remembered all the things Sean had 

done for them. But that was precisely the reason she did not want to become his burden. 

She had made up her mind. 

“Alex, be a good boy, okay? Listen to mommy. Visit next door and do what I said,” Molly repeated her 

instruction. Apparently, she was firm with her decision. The triplets looked at Molly with their puppy 

eyes. Claudia’s big eyes were watery. She looked like she was about to weep. Molly could not bear to 

watch them, so she turned around and left. 

While holding the list of recipes in his hand, Alex was staring downward, wrestling with his emotions. In 

the end, he got up and went next door. He handed over the list to the chef and repeated what Molly had 

said. Before he left, he looked at the room upstairs for the last time, feeling reluctant to part with Sean. 

The chef stared at the list in his hand, feeling puzzled. He immediately went to Tony and repeated Alex’s 

words without skipping any details. Tony went panic-stricken. 

Without hesitation, he dashed to Sean’s place and interrupted his boss, who was busy. Tony was so 

desperate that he did not even care how his rudeness would affect his year-end bonus. 



“Boss, bad news!” 

Sean gave Tony a side-eye before the latter told him what Alex had said: Molly would hand the rest of 

the recipes to the chef so he could prepare the medical diets for Sean, and they would not dine in 

together anymore. 

All of a sudden, Sean’s eyes became cold, and his face darkened. He placed his fingers on the folders. 

They had become cold too. The same went with the surrounding temperature. It felt as if it had dropped 

by several degrees. 

Tony gasped for air after talking on and on about everything. He was panting as he said, “Ms. May’s 

decision must have something to do with Madam and Ms. Nolan.” Although Alex was the one who told 

the chef, everyone knew he was just relaying messages for Molly. 

Sean’s finger trembled a little before he clenched his fist. He was gravely unhappy. When he thought 

about what his mother and Abigail had said at the dinner table, he felt regretful. ‘When Abigail came 

here unannounced, I should’ve known mom was up to something when she invited Molly over.’ His 

mother looked like she was trying to set him up with Abigail. But the truth was, although she did not do 

it blatantly, she was trying to send Molly a warning. Sean lowered his gaze at the purplish-green veins on 

his palm. He blamed himself for not taking care of Molly’s feelings. It was not easy for a mother to raise 

three kids alone. When Alice had brought up the topic of the triplets’ father, Molly and the kids must 

have felt awful. ‘No wonder she wants to distance me. She doesn’t just do it for the kids. She got my 

mother’s message. Did she feel that she had bothered me?’ 

Sean let out a sigh as he thought of that. The dim lighting cast shadows under his eyelashes.  

Chapter 240  

“Go meet Dr. May. Tell her that she needs to finish what she has started because she took the Job One 

inore thing, let her know I’ll take care of what happened today. Ask her not to be bothered about it.” 

“Right away!” Tony rushed over next door. Back then, he had spent a long time persuading Molly to 

treat his boss’s condition. Hence, he was the last one who wanted to see his efforts go down the drain! 

‘No way our chef knows how to brew medicine. Without Ms. May treating my boss in person, it’ll take 

him a long time to recover. There’s nothing good about this! ‘All this because of Abigail Nolan!’ 

Tony forced a servile smile and did not move an inch away from Molly. He explained that what had 

happened earlier was an accident and said Sean would take care of everything about Alice and Abigail. 

Most importantly, Sean promised that it would never happen again. Tony talked on and on. At the same 

time, he was looking at the triplets, who let him in just now, with grateful eyes. He was persistent. “Ms. 

May, I beg you. Please take back your words. Or else you’re putting me in a tight spot. You know my 

boss well. He would easily get irritated. Let’s cut each other some slack, okay? So that I don’t have to be 

caught in the middle,” said the CEO’s assistant. 

Molly had been listening to Tony for almost an hour. ‘Is this another skill a CEO’s assistant must have? 

For god’s sake, he should’ve joined a dating agency instead.’ 

Tony did not seem tired at all after talking incessantly. When he wanted to say something again, Molly 

turned and shot him a cold glare. Molly’s stare gave him heebie -jeebies. ‘Ms. May… What are you going 



to do?’ The triplets had been on pins and needles. They kept their eyes and ears open, hoping that Tony 

could dissuade Molly from cutting ties with Sean. 

Molly let out a silent sigh. ‘I believe in Sean’s capability.’ She said to Tony, “Alright. Remind your boss to 

remember what he has said.” 

She had to say that. Otherwise, she had no idea how long she had to listen to Tony nagging. She could 

not possibly chase him out in front of her kids. “Will do!” Tony gave an affirmative response with delight 

before rushing back to Sean Finally, the triplets’ faces were no longer clouded. ‘Daddy is awesome! This 

is how he should handle it!’ They praised Sean in their heart. 

On the other hand, Sean nodded with satisfaction. His mood was much better. “Call off that deal with 

the Nolan Group. If the cooperation between two families will give others some kind of false impression, 

it’s best to just terminate it.” 

Sean gave them a showdown. No matter who came to dissuade, he would ignore them. 

Tony gave an affirmative response and immediately did what he was told. 

The news did not take long to spread throughout the Anderson Corporation and the Nolan Group. Even 

outsiders were aware of it. 

The three Nolan family members were having a good time chatting and giggling. They were talking 

about how Sean’s mother had given her approval, that the future daughter-in-law of the Anderson 

family would only be the young lady from the Nolan family. The moment the three received the news 

from their company, there was a drastic change in their expression; they were utterly shocked. 

Abigail was dumbstruck. An insidious look crept up her eyes. She could not believe Sean would openly 

fall out with the Nolans for real. 

‘Isn’t this a warning for what I did today?’ 

Abigail’s mother, Sarah, was furious as hell. She could not contain her rage and snarled, “Sean Anderson 

has gone too far! Did the Andersons think they could do whatever they want?!” 

“He’s nothing but an immature lad. Did he think he was some kind of big shot? How dare he disrespect 

the elders? How dare he say no to my daughter? How dare he terminate our company deal? How 

insolence. The Anderson Corporation might be rich enough to pay for the breach of contract, but can 

they afford to pay damages to our company’s credibility?!” Meanwhile, Sean’s parents, who had also 

received the news, did not expect their son to be this ruthless and decisive. 

‘Did he think this was some kind of a game? How outrageous!’ Alice shuddered in rage. She could not no 

longer maintain her usual graceful poise. “I need to teach this rascal a lesson!”  

 


